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minated, tiny lamps are seen everywhere, friends give
presents to each other, sweetmeats * and parched grain
are distributed umong the poor. Hig\ and low give
the night to gambling. The belief is entertained ttit
if they fail to spend the night in this manner they will'
in their next birth be turned into frogs, or som& vile
reptile.
The most popular festival of the year at Benares and
over the North-Western Provinces is the Ram Leela, the
Play of Ram, when the life of Ram, a very popular
incarnation of Vishnu, is dramatized. This drama is
acted in the open air in different parts of the city, in the
presence of admiring thousands. The people see Ram
and his faithful spouse Seeta forced to leave their royal
home by the intrigue of his mother-in-law; they see them
in the forest, where Ram leads the life of a hunter; they
see Seeta carried off by Rawan, the Demon King of
Lunka (Ceylon); they hear RaiVs cries of bitter distress
on finding his beloved Seeta gone; they see him informed
that Rawan is the ravisher; they see him setting out with
the divine monkey Hanuman, and his army of monkeys
for the rescue; and they rejoice with him in the taking
of Lunka, the destruction of Rawan, and the rescue of
Seeta. The story furnishes abundant material for a
drama, and the people enter with the greatest; zest into
the different scenes. A huge figure of Rawan is made
of wood and paper; it is set on fire, and the crowds,
looking on, make the air resound with their shouts.
During this mela two things are united which in Hindu
estimation well agree—amusement and devotion. They
regard the Ram Leela as a religious service, which they
are bound to render to the conqueror of Rawan, and
while rendering it they are at'once performing duty and

